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f I remember
clearly, last year
I wrote about the
“dog days of summer” and the flexibility it gives us reps. I
got feedback that it
Steve Grossman, CPMR could be construed
that we did not have much to do. Let
me set the record straight: we always
have lots to do to keep our factories and
retailers happy.
I find the “dog days” the time to catch
up on things that during the nonstop,
busy times just seem to be pile up.
Things like:
• Prospecting for that account that
takes an enormous amount of time to
reach the right person and to set up an
initial appointment;
• Update one’s files;
• Have a few lunches with fellow reps
and manufacturers to stay current with
what is going on outside your own circle
of interest;
• Straighten and clear out the sample
room and office of a year’s worth of accumulated “stuff”; and,
• Sit down with your partner(s) to review where you are and to plan for the
future and where you want to be.
One of the reps I have regular lunches
with - he reps industrial power controls
- that I share the joys and frustrations
of the business was told months ago
that his biggest line of 17 years was
continued on page 2
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• There’s never a traffic jam on the extra mile.
• When two people always agree, one of them is superfluous.
• Price is what you pay; value is what you get.
• One thought driven home is worth three left on base.
• We see things not as they are, but as we are.

O

n the home page of my Web site (www.bworld.com), the
five proverbs above appear in rotation, culled from a longer roster I call the “words I live by” (WILB). I’ve found the
wisdom contained in them applicable both in the product I produce
(marketing communications), in the way I work with clients, and
hopefully, in the way I live my life. As I pondered what to say in this
REPorter column that I haven’t said dozens of times before in my
writings to and for reps, it occurred to me that these maxims are
not advertising specific or public relations specific, but can equally
be applied to the rep business and to what Forbes magazine calls
the “Business of Life.”
None of the five is original with me - I have encountered them at
different stages in my career, and there is equally cogent advice in
other sayings and quotations that I might have chosen instead. In
fact, as is often the case with proverbs, some of my favorites have
“flip side” messages, which are also paradoxically on my WILB
roster. For example, “There’s never a traffic jam on the extra mile”
is balanced by, “No good deed ever goes unpunished.” Every rep
who has ever built up a line only to lose it will recognize the truth in
the latter statement - and yet will probably keep on going the extra
mile for principals and customers.
In many ways, my favorite on the above list is the second proverb:
“When two people always agree, one of them is superfluous.” Having spent my career in a field that has the reputation of fostering
yes-men (or, to be politically correct, yes-people), I remember with
particular delight a conversation with a relatively new client who
continued on page 2
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Grossman (from page 1)
“consolidating” their rep force and he was going to
loose the line. The supplier was in no hurry to make
the change but it would happen. (I must add that over
the years he had expressed much frustration in dealing with the bureaucracy of this manufacturer but the
commission checks were great.) I shared with him that
in my CPMR classes the thought is that any line can
be switched over time and if you are still with a difficult
line five years later, you have made this choice.
The short version is that he networked with his fellow
reps and found a new line and within a year resigned
the old and started with the new with almost no loss
of income/sales and with greater potential. This is a
situation where things worked out great even though
he did not initiate the change.
To me being a rep is always evaluating what we have
and at the same time actively looking at the future.
On a personal note, I was having software problems

with my 5 year old computer and after consulting with
some experts, I decided to buy a new one and it came
with Vista. After the initial frustration of not being able
to locate things, I do like the overall improvements.
One thing that I found is in PowerPoint, I had to download a readable 2007 format from Microsoft.
Lastly, I have worked out the details with the Thailand
Trade Council for our trade mission the end of July.
Part of my responsibilities during the trip will include
a presentation to Thai manufacturers of best-practice
ways of working with field sales professionals (that’s
us!) in the U.S.A. I will let you know my experiences
and reactions in my September column.
Please, if you have experience or knowledge of
working with manufacturers in Thailand, email or call
me by July 15.
Steve Grossman, steman4@aol.com; 847/368-1970

The P.R. Pro (from page 1)
had a reputation for being formidably difficult, and a background in engineering before he took over marketing
responsibilities.
We had been working together for several months when he told me that I had him puzzled. “I know that
you’re not a yes-man,” he said, “because you frequently tell me that my ideas are full of hooey. But sometimes,
you say, ‘Let’s do it,’ and I haven’t yet figured out the formula for when you say yes, and when you say no.”
Perhaps not very diplomatically, I answered that there was no formula (much as the engineering mind might
have wanted one), and that I evaluated each idea on its merits. The answer was apparently good enough
- along with the evaluations - that I kept the account for more than 30 years, until the client sold the company
and retired.
Our friend Jack Berman would probably analyze that dialogue as an interplay between a right-brain and
left-brain personality - an idea I accept, even though I can never remember which is which. And maybe right
brain vs. left brain is another take on seeing things not as they are, but as we are. One of the messages I
have hammered away at in these pages is the value to a rep of defining a core position to differentiate the
rep firm from its competitors - maybe not to define who you are, but to define how you want to be seen. I’m
often frustrated as I scroll through The REPorter at the rarity with which I’ve driven this thought home, and
the frequency with which it’s been left on base.
What are the words you live by? And how have they played out in your work and in your life? What was the
price of learning that lesson, and what was the value received?
Share your thoughts (with or without attribution - as you prefer) about the “business of life” with me, and I’ll
share them with your colleagues in a future column.
E-mail your thoughts and stories to me at lkaufman@bworld.com. I look forward to hearing from you ... and
learning from you.
Laurence Kaufman is president of Kaufman Ryan Stral Inc., a marketing communications
firm with expertise in industrial distribution, electronics and not-for-profit associations, and
also of BigWorld Communications, which designs and maintains Web sites for trade show,
rep firm, association and corporate clients. He also participates in Expert Access, IHRA’s
telephone consultation program. He can be contacted at 312-649-9410, or fax him at
312-649-9418, or e-mail him at lak@bworld.com.
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An open letter to all IHRA members . . . and all interested in the part reps play in the sale of
products to and through home and housewares channels:

Multiple-Line, Field Sales Professionals (Independent Representatives)
Account for 45% of U.S. Home & Housewares Products Sales
Ever wonder what we do with the results of surveys we ask you to complete? They don’t go unused.
Recently we asked you to let us know your sales volume - at dealer/distributor net cost - to your customer base. A remarkable 25% responded to this request. Previously, a 10 - 12% return would have been
considered “terrific.” Here are the numbers and our extrapolations:
Respondents report $607 million in sales, annually, at net cost. Using these figures as 25% of the total,
IHRA member firms account for sales of $2.4 billion dollars. Based on registrations for the 2007 International Home & Housewares Show, IHRA member firms are about 10% of the home & housewares rep
world. That should mean that all home and housewares rep firms produce $24 billion in sales, at net
cost, annually.
The IHA 2006 State-of-the-Industry Report indicates the home and housewares market to be $76 billion at retail (2005 totals). Assuming a 30% margin, net product cost would be $53.2 billion - or - 45%
of the total. (If retail margins are less than 30%, the multiple-line field sales professional portion of the
business is more.)
So, what do these numbers prove? Just further reinforcement of the importance your function is in this
most important and continuing-to-grow industry.
As always, your comments are invited. bweiner@ihra.org

YES! IHRA will have a members-only block of rooms
— March 11 - 20, 2008 — (Show dates are March 16 - 18)
for the 2008 International Home & Housewares Show!
Reservations will be accepted starting mid-July 2007

Radisson Hotel & Suites Chicago
160 East Huron Street, Chicago Illinois 60611
Telephone: (312) 787-2900 Fax: (312) 787-5158
Radisson Nightly Room Rates:
(All rates plus applicable taxes)
5 Night minimum: Single: $131; Double: $131
Less than 5 nights: Single: $136; Double: $136
For reservations, call the Travel Desk toll-free:

(800) 752-1052
(International Callers: 312-329-9380)

Say you would like to book a room from the
“IHRA room block”
$2 Million Dollar Renovation Now Complete!

• Enjoy thoughtful touches like pillow-top mattress
• High-Speed Internet Access and dual line telephones

Just steps away from all that Chicago has to offer:
* World Class Shopping on Michigan Avenue
* Water Tower Place
* John Hancock Building
* Navy Pier
* Northwestern Memorial Hospital

• Enjoy a rejuvenating workout surrounded by panoramic
city and lake views on the 40th floor
• Make the Radisson Chicago your home away from home
during the 2007 International Home and Housewares
Show. Show dates are March 16 - 18.
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Outsourcing Field Sales

A better-than-ever response to the competitive
pressures facing today’s top executives

This is the third in a series of articles explaining the advantages of using multiple-line, field sales
professionals to maximize a company’s sales and bottom-line results. Writen by Laurence Kaufman

Last month we answered the question: “What a manufacturers’ representative is not”
This month: “Advocacy – the customer’s most important resource”
- and - other related advantages
The objectivity and perspective that the multiple-line sales professional brings to the table is never more important
than when the customer’s need diverges from the manufacturer’s standard operating procedures. Whether it’s a
product modification or an expedited delivery, the representative can, and will, fight harder for the customer. The
rep has more at stake, with all the other products being sold into that company, as well as more freedom than the
direct salesperson to carry his clout on the customer’s behalf all the way to the top.
This commitment of the representative to the customer’s interest is inherent in the territorial basis on which reps
operate. Nothing is more shortsighted than the efforts that keep surfacing from time to time by “power buyers” to
force out the rep and deal direct with the manufacturer. The vendor who succumbs to the pressure must now perform
the field sales function in house, and thus must bear the increased costs. If quality, service and functionality are
degraded for short-term number improvement, customers will go elsewhere; so the vendor protects today’s sale at
the price of tomorrow’s profit. It makes no sense to force suppliers to use second-best sales methods, limit choices
by squeezing out small and start-up companies, and stifle open competition and free markets in the process.
The representative’s role in advocacy goes hand in hand with that in consulting. Because they’re in the territory
for the long term, representatives look beyond the sale to the total relationship. Territory knowledge combined
with multiple-line exposure and entrepreneurial personality adds up to a wide-ranging perspective on who’s doing
what, how it’s working, and where it leads. The market intelligence gleaned from reps goes far beyond sophisticated forecasting. Good representatives provide immediate feedback that is invaluable to the manufacturers they
represent and to the customers they call on.

The economics of outsourcing field sales
Ask any rep, and you’ll learn that one of the hazards of the business lies in being perceived as too successful. Recent estimates in the high tech industries put typical yearly costs for a direct salesperson’s salary, incentives, office,
travel, and other support services in the range of $260,000. (In commodity businesses, they may run a little less.)
The sales in a given territory grow to the $4,000,000 point, and the sales manager pulls out the calculator. With
what the outsourced sales firm is being paid (and commission rates vary widely by industry and circumstances), it
seems possible to hire and support someone dedicated to the company full-time.
Good arithmetic. Faulty reasoning. The calculation ignores the costs borne by the representative, as well as the
administrative and facilities costs that will have to be added at the manufacturer’s end, both in the territory and the
home office. Also often overlooked is the likelihood that the outsourced team, with its multiple sales personnel and
regional systems, will grow the territory faster than can a single direct individual.
What are the costs? The rep not only finances the sale (usually not receiving commission until after the goods
have been shipped), but the commission dollar also covers the cost of recruiting, training, employee benefits, travel,
client entertainment, automation, order entry, and more. (These typically add half again to the direct salary costs.)
The representative takes on a much broader role than sales alone, whether it’s editing, administering and expediting orders, staffing a trade show booth, or handling a customer return. Eliminating the manufacturer’s exposures
on a variety of legal fronts is another benefit to outsourcing – workmen’s compensation, sexual harassment and
ADA lawsuits, state and local regulations, to name a few of the most obvious.
But anecdotal evidence from countless representatives who have experienced a factory decision to go direct
suggests that the real cost lies in the business that goes away. One manufacturers’ representative tells of being
asked to take back a line that he had lost after building it to the $5,000,000 range. After fourteen months of “factory-direct,” there was $400,000 of business in the territory! In this instance, the manufacturer determined it was
more important to save customers than to save face. Not only were all the fired representatives invited back, but
field sales in the territories that had previously been direct were outsourced.

NEXT MONTH: Myths and misconceptions
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18 Benefits of Outsourcing Field Sales
1. Predictable sales costs that go up and down with sales
2. Standardized sales costs
3. Lower sales costs
4. Immediate market access
5. Broader market penetration
6. More experienced sales force
7. Multi-faceted, multi-skilled sales team
8. Wider, deeper coverage
9. Stronger local relationships
10. Reduced sales force turnover
11. Training required only on product
12. Closer-to-the-customer forecasting
13. Better market intelligence
14. Increased sales
15. Knowledgeable advice and information – hear it like it is!
16. Risk-free exploration of new market niches
17. Problem-solving approach outperforms product selling
18. Vested partner in manufacturer’s success

Understanding the difference between reps and distributors
Distributors

Manufacturers’
Representatives
• Sell only in a defined territory

• May sell anywhere

• Do not handle competing lines

• Handle competing lines

• Sell as an agent; do not take
possession

• Buy for resale; assume ownership

• Compensated by commission
on sales

• Compensated by margin of
sale price over cost price

• Typically handle 12 to 14 lines

• Often handle several hundred
lines

• Typically entrepreneurial,
owner-operated

• Large firms often publiclyowned

• May warehouse (for a fee), but
do not maintain inventory

• Maintain inventory

• Focus on customer needs

• Focus on selling what’s on the
shelf
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Win! - Win! - Win!
the Customer
Benefits Too
1. Stable relationship with
someone who knows the total
corporate culture
2. Long-term commitment to the
territory
3. Serves the customer as a
multi-faceted resource
4. More efficient sales calls
– cover several products in a
single meeting
5. Consultative selling
6. Bridges the communications
gap among departments
7. Advocacy, ability to secure
exceptions to supplier policy
8. Help in order strategy,
through distribution or direct
9. Perspective on market
conditions and trends
10. Solutions approach –
looking at the forest, not just
the trees
The publication of this article for
use in Fortune Magazine has been
made possible by contributions to
the Manufacturers Representatives
Educational Research Foundation
from manufacturers’ representatives,
their associations and other friends
of the rep system. A complete list of
contributors is available at
www.mrerf.org/wheels

Bang-Knudsen
Representing gourmet
housewares to leading retailers
in the Pacific Northwest
for over three decades.
We know the territory.
Permanent showroom:
Suite 453 Pacific Market Center
6100 4th Ave., S.
Seattle, WA 98108
206-767-6970

www.bang-knudsen.com
__________________________
Contact:
pbang-knudsen@bang-knudsen.com

MAVERICK
International Trading & Consulting, Inc.
P. O. Box 360513
Melbourne, Florida 32936-0513, USA
Phone: (917) 592-5498
Phone/Fax: (321) 242-7573
Skype Phone: mavericknyusa

MaverickNYUSA@aol.com
Since 1986 specializing in Home [bath &
kitchen furniture, accessories, faucets]
& Housewares [cookware, small electric
appliances] and Gourmet Foods.
Assisting foreign manufacturers in
establishing themselves in the United
States and Canada + domicile in the US
and all related logistics.
Fluency in English, Italian, French
Italian liaison office:
Mario Albini - Managing Director
COIMBA®
Italian & International Sales Development
Via G. Prati 17-B-2, I-37124 Verona
Phone: (01139-045) 913-281
Fax: (01139-045) 485-1188
Cell: (01139) 335-606-6555

These 24 NEW IHRA MEMBERS are not included in the current 2007 IHRA Locator. They
will be in the updated issue to be published in July. WELCOME!
MANUFACTURERS
Company

Contact

Location

Davco Silver, Ltd
Emerson Radio Corp.
Hunter Group Ltd
Lancaster Colony Commercial Products, Inc.
Lynns Concepts Inc.
Product Marketing Group USA
Royal Household Products
Trademark Productions, Inc.
Weimar

David J. Deutsch
Steven Bernstein
Ms. Nobie Cheung
Ken Evans
Aaron Kawalek
Ted Spelman
Bob Kroll
J.D. Aziz
Chaya Wieder

Ozone Park NY
Parsippany NJ
Hong Kong CHINA
Columbus OH
City of Industry CA
Walnut Creek CA
Cerritos CA
Hilton Head SC
Monroe NY

REPRESENTATIVES
Blunt Enterprises Inc.
Décor de Maison, LLC
ESM - New England
Thomas Frain Associates
Hoffman Associates
Klatt - Jorwic & Associates, Inc.
Luscious Accents & More
MB Consulting Inc.
Overshaws Ltd
Primary Marketing Group
Prosteam Associates, Ltd
Sail to Sales
Sebring Sales Co., Inc.
Star Marketing
The Summit Group

Donald Blunt
Gerrit Heinen
John Buckley
Thomas Frain
Lynn Hoffman
Waler Lojewski
Linda Anne Marty
Mark J. Buss
Roger P. Longshaw
Robert Heineman
Larry Lobel
Jonathon Nussbaum
Gary Sebring
Steve Keil
Stephan A. Figman
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Oakville ON Canada
Palm Harbor FL
Waltham MA
Neptune NJ
Carlisle PA
Elmhurst IL
Scottsdale AZ
Richmond VA
Little Milton ENGLAND
Colleyville TX
Voorhees NJ
Metuchen NJ
San Rafael CA
Arvada CO
Norwood MA

Manufacturers Seeking IHRA Field Sales Professionals
Products: SEE OUR NEW PRODUCT - “BETTER BAKER”
- ON OUR WEBSITE!: www.cookschoice.com new patent
pending products and more coming...available in shippers,
tray packs, open stock. “The Breader Bowl & Onion Blossom
Maker Set,” and “Better Breaders,” “Sittin’ Chickens,” “Sittin’
Turkeys.” Please call for any information.
COOK’S CHOICE
525 N. International Parkway, Suite 605
Richardson, TX 75081
(972) 644-5553 Fax: (972) 644-4201
Contact: Greg Broom, President greg@cookschoice.com
Territories: USA and Canada; by account specific
Commission Rate: 5%

Years in Business: 15

Currently doing business: Through reps with Bed, Bath
& Beyond, Linens ‘N Things, Dillards, Kitchen Collection,
Tractor Supply, and more.

Products: Toilet Seats - Full Line
CENTOCO MANUFACTURING CORP.
P.O. Box 32872
Detroit MI 48232-0872
(519) 948-2300 x226 • Fax: (519) 945-7281
www.centoco.com
Contact: Kevin G. Parent, Global Manager
kevin.parent@centoco.com
Territories:Retail in U.S.A., Canada, Mexico
Commission Rate: 3 - 7%

Nat’l Sales: $60MM

Years in Business: 25
Currently Selling Through: Reps (wholesale accounts)
Seeking Sales Through: Retail

Products: Invisible ID Marker, Cable Capture, Lamp Shade
Cleaner
Manufacturers:

Products: Digital Picture Frames and Digital Picture
Manufacturers:
Viewing Device

Are
You Looking
forUSA
Well-Qualified,
PRODUCT
MARKETING
GROUP
1630 N.Performance-Committed,
Main St #435
Field Sales
Walnut Creek CA 94596
Professionals?
(925) 300-5576 • Fax: (925) 930-0531
Contact: Ted Spelman, Sales Manager
eMail: lennytedpmg@yahoo.com Instant HOT Lines
Territories: ALL U.S.A., Canada,
Mexico
- from
large
A onetime
eMail
or fax
that
retailers to small independents
provides immediate information
Nat’l Sales: $1,600,000 on yourCommission
Rate:in10%
line, only, to reps
specific30
territories or throughout the world
Years in Business:

Are You Looking for Well-Qualified,
MDF TRADING
Performance-Committed,
Field Sales
454 Central
Ave
Dover NH 03820
Professionals?
(607) 743-4083 Fax: (607) 742-5456

Currently doing business: Through reps and direct;
discontinuing direct factory sales force in favor of reps!
Channels currently
sold:atDrug
Chains
DSD, Automotive
Call IHRA
(800)
315-7430
Chains, Home Improvement Chains, ‘C’ Stores, QVC, Mass
MarketeMail:
Distributors,
Catalog Houses,
etc.
info@ihra.org
• www.ihra.org
Seeking Sales Through: Increase nationally for all above;
also, internationally.

Years in Business: 1

Instant HOT Lines
Contact: Roger Rivers, President
A onetime eMail or fax that
eMail: rogerr@mydigiframe.com
provides immediate information
Territories: All U.S.A.
on your line, only, to reps in
Commission
Rate:
5 - 10% or throughout
Sales: N/A
specifi
c territories
the world
Currently doing business through: Reps in AR, CA, CO,

Call IHRA at (800) 315-7430
eMail:
info@ihra.org
• Specialty,
www.ihra.org
Channels
Currently
Sold: Photo,
Gift
CT, IL, IN, MT, WI, NH, NY, NJ, OK, RI, UT, VT
Seeking Sales Through: Upscale Retail

Products: Enamelware Cookware, Aluminum Cookware
Sets, Cutlery, Cutting Boards, Flatware,
Wire Drawer OrgaManufacturers:
nizers

Manufacturers:
Are You Looking for Well-Qualified,
Performance-Committed, Field Sales
Professionals?

Are You Looking for Well-Qualified,
ROYAL Performance-Committed,
HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS
Field Sales
16833 Edwards Rd
Professionals?
Cerritos CA 90703

(800) 255-9791 • Fax: (562) 407-5855 • cell: (805) 427-4707
Instant HOT Lines
Contact: Bob Kroll, VP Sales/Rep, krollmktg@aol.com
A onetime eMail or fax that
Territories: All USA withprovides
the exception
of S. information
Cal, TX, OK,
immediate
MI, Northwest and these accounts: WalMart, K-Mart, Target,
on your line, only, to reps in
ALDI
specific territories or throughout the world
Nat’l Sales: $25,000,000
Commission Rate: 5 - 7%
Years in Business: 22
Currently doing
Through reps
Callbusiness:
IHRA atDirect
(800)& 315-7430
Channels currently sold: Big Box Stores
eMail: info@ihra.org • www.ihra.org
Seeking Sales Through: Supermarket/Drug, General
Mass, Hardware

Instant HOT Lines
A onetime eMail or fax that
provides immediate information
on your line, only, to reps in
specific territories or throughout the world

Call IHRA at (800) 315-7430
eMail: info@ihra.org • www.ihra.org

This is an IHRA service to keep members advised of lines available. The listing of a manufacturer should in no way be
construed as an endorsement of that line by IHRA, it being the obligation of each member to make their own evaluation
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2007 CALENDAR OF EVENTS
July
8 - 10
NASFT SUMMER FANCY FOOD SHOW
New York, NY

18 - 21
THE SEATTLE GIFT SHOW®
Seattle, WA
19 - 22
ALBERTA GIFT SHOW
Edmonton, Alberta

10 - 18
ATLANTA INT’L GIFT & HOME FURNISHINGS MARKET
Atlanta, GA

26 - 29
MONTREAL GIFT SHOW
Montreal, Quebec

20 - 23
CALIFORNIA GIFT SHOW®
Los Angeles, CA

September
9 - 11
ATLANTA GOURMET MARKET
Atlanta, GA

22 - 25
PHILADELPHIA GIFT SHOW
Philadelphia, PA

15 - 18
BOSTON GIFT SHOW®
Boston, MA

August
4-7
SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL GIFT FAIR®
San Francisco, CA

November
1-3
NEW YORK GIFT CASH & CARRY® SHOW.
New York, NY

5-8
WASHINGTON GIFT SHOW®
Washington, DC

11 - 13
PRIVATE LABEL TRADE SHOW
Chicago, IL

11 - 16
NEW YORK INTERNATIONAL GIFT FAIR®
New York, NY

For a complete list of ECRM-EPPS Conferences, see their website at: http://www.ecrm-epps.com

Field Sales Professionals Serving the Home • Housewares • Gourmet • Hardware Industries
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The REPorter®

IHRA MEMBERS:

is published monthly for

Want to know more about group insurance
available through RepCare?

INTERNATIONAL HOUSEWARES
REPRESENTATIVES ASSOCIATION

Just find your business home state and call
Pat Brown or John Doyle.
Call PAT BROWN at 800-854-4636
if your business is in:
Arizona
Minnesota
Arkansas
Missouri
California
Montana
Idaho
Nevada
Illinois
New Mexico
Iowa
North Dakota
Kansas
Oklahoma
Call JOHN DOYLE at 888-243-0174
if your business is in:
Alabama
Maine
Connecticut Maryland
Colorado
Massachusetts
Delaware
Michigan
Florida
Missouri
Georgia
New Hampshire
Indiana
New Jersey
Kentucky
New York

175 N. Harbor Drive
Suite 3807
Chicago, IL 60601
(312) 240-0774
(800) 315-7430
Fax: (312) 240-1005
eMail: info@ihra.org
Web: www.ihra.org

Oregon
South Dakota
Texas
Utah
Washington
Wisconsin
Wyoming

North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia
Vermont
W.Virginia

Statements of fact and/or opinion
are the responsibility of the
authors alone and do not imply an
opinion of the officers or members of IHRA.

2007 IHRA Officers, Directors & Staff

Home • Housewares • Gourmet • Hardware
Multiple-Line, Field Sales Professional:

Officers
Chairman:
David Silberstein
President:
Kent Kulovitz
President-Elect:
David Friedman
Senior Vice Presidents
Industry & Membership:
Jeanmarie Bettencourt
Legal & Education:
Mark Glotter
Fiscal:
Jim Doane
Delegate to MRERF & AMRA: Steve Grossman, CPMR
Executive Director:
William M. Weiner
Directors
Catherine Hazen
Burt Karlin

Linda Krol
Peter Zacher

Past Chairs
John M. Clampitt
Steve Grossman, CPMR
Jay L. Cohen
Tom Rooney

Peter Bang-Knudsen
Donna Peake
Jim Adams
James Ayotte

If you’re not a member of IHRA, you
owe it to yourself to join the organization
that is your voice in the industry and the
manufacturers’ resource for finding
Well-Qualified, Performance-Proven,
Field Sales Professionals.
For complete information about “first-timer”
membership and an application, contact:

IHRA
INTERNATIONAL HOUSEWARES
REPRESENTATIVES ASSOCIATION
175 N. Harbor Drive • Suite 3807
Chicago, Illinois 60601
(312) 240-0774 • (800) 315-7430
Fax (312) 240-1005
info@ihra.org • www.ihra.org

Staff
Administrative Assistant: Stephanie Baron
Financial Director:
Myra Weiner
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